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Historically, the Tennessee Valley Authority has played a
significant role in recruiting, expanding, and retaining
businesses in Shelby County. Economic impacts from these
activities have arrived in the most tangible forms, to include
new jobs, labor income, as well as contributions to gross
domestic product, and new sales to regional businesses. 

Temporary construction activities support 6,416 jobs, $434
million in labor income, and $980 million in new sales to
county businesses. 

Upon full operation, new economic impacts across all
economic ripple effects amounts to over 9,049 new jobs, $741
million in new labor income, $1.8 billion in new sales to area
businesses and $1 billion added to the county’s gross
domestic product.

Through retention-based estimates, over 6,400 jobs, $640
million in labor income, $1.3 billion in sales, and $820 million in
county gross domestic product has been sustained.
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Economic activity generated from construction activities are one-time non-recurring benefits. While not annually reoccurring,
construction activity is an important element to considering the full scope of economic impact. For expenditures tied to
construction, impacts are shown with a high/low estimate. These scenarios work to illustrate the range of possible outcomes
depending on the presence and use of local market vendors for construction and installation activity.

Construction Impacts

Impacts

The lower bound estimate is based
on reported investments in real
property and assumes local vendors
were contracted with to perform the
construction work. In addition,
considering the limited number of
potential suppliers for physical
machinery sales and installation in
Shelby County, the low estimate
removes investments into personal
property.

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Employment 5,488 928

Labor Income $359.5 m $74.6 m

GDP Contribution $440.3 m $117.7 m

Output (Sales) $778.4 m $201.7 m

Occupation Impact, Construction Activities

Talent development strategies are best served through the lens of current and forthcoming demand. Intuitively, every industry
employs a unique mix of occupations. These occupations support the industry by performing various functions that are
required by the employer. This mix of occupational presence is known as a staffing pattern. Understanding staffing patterns
prove meaningful when allocating local efforts to workforce development demand planning.
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The Upper Bound Influence shows the maximum level of economic impacts that could be realized if
all domestic supplier needs could be met by local vendors. This includes both real and personal
property sales and installation. While it is somewhat unlikely that this very high supplier concentration
is present in Shelby County, the high scenario places an upper bound on the potential impacts of
these economic changes.

*Across all impact impacts
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Shown left, the distribution of both real and personal
property investments are highlighted. Over the time
period analyzed, 2018 held the largest investment in

real property investment at nearly $325 million. More
recently, 2020 held the largest investment in personal

property, at $152.8 million. 

Investment Type by Year

$464.3 m $217.7 m
Real Property Investment

2015 to 2020
Personal Property Investment

2015 to 2020

Operations Impact, New

Economic activity generated from the economic development projects operating at full capacity are annually recurring benefits
within Shelby County, TN.

Upon full operation and after full economic ripple effects, these projects would create a total of 9,050 jobs and generate $741.2
million in annually reoccurring labor income. Inclusive of employee benefits, earnings per job would be $81,910. In addition, an
annual economic impact of $1.83 billion in output and $1.02 billion dollar impact to the county’s gross domestic product would
be realized.

Occupation Impact, New Operations
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Industry Sector Composition

Over the 5-year period, the composition of company
announcements is compelling. Shown right, 53% (9) of the
given projects operate as a headquarters location. In
addition, 41% (7) operate a manufacturing facility.

Complementing the activity within the manufacturing
projects, 57% (4) of reported announcements operate
within the medical device supply chain, a significant driver
of manufacturing growth in Shelby County and the wider
Greater Memphis region
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Operations Impact, Sustained

Critical to the health and wellness of a marketplace, is the retention of industry and its workforce. Considering this dynamic,
the Center has worked to align sustained economic activity from companies considering other markets for investment, but
opted to remain within Shelby County, TN.

Share of Retained Jobs by Year

Often, "retained jobs" are an ingredient of a
much broader business investment. These
investments include new capital flowing into
the community and the generation of new jobs,
in addition to the retained jobs already present
within the market. 

Shown right, the share of jobs considered
"retained" are positioned against the annual
jobs total for the announced economic
development projects.

Noticeably, years 2016 and 2017 hosted
stronger compositions of "retained jobs"
relative to other years. In addition, over the time
period described, the dynamic of retained jobs
was not present in 2015 and 2020. 

Capital Investment by Year
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Running alongside job creation, significant capital
investment augments the benefit of retained jobs
prospects and helps drive the impact of
construction/ installation activity for real and
personal property.

Shown left, 2019 held the largest capital
investment year for projects containing retained
jobs, with $67.9 million invested. Notably, all retained
job economic development project analyzed fell
within a corporate headquarters function.  

Noted above, 2015 and 2020 were without retained
job economic development project announcements. 
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